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SEATTLE, WA – February 6, 2020 – NBBJ, the global architecture and design firm, today 
announced that it has acquired experience design studio ESI Design. The acquisition signals a new 
era where buildings will be transformed into immersive and interactive digital experiences that 
engage and delight. 
 
By joining forces, NBBJ and ESI Design’s multidisciplinary team will be able to integrate digital 
experiences early in the design process, providing clients with more impactful and streamlined 
services. Sweeping advancements in technology, from miniaturization to contemporary light 
projection technology, will make it possible for NBBJ and ESI Design to bring the type of immersive 
experiences that are increasingly desired as digital centerpieces in museums, stadiums, and 
transportation hubs to a wider range of industries, including healthcare, education, civic, commercial 
real estate, and science. 
 
The two firms – which have previously collaborated on commercial real estate and corporate 
workplace projects in Boston and New York City – will now provide unified solutions as one of the 
largest and most robust experience design platforms in the country. 
 
“By integrating the design of architecture and dynamic digital experiences, we will create boundless 
opportunities to energize the places we live, work, and play to stimulate our senses and inspire 
discovery, learning, and impact” said Steve McConnell, FAIA, Managing Partner of NBBJ. “The 
acquisition of ESI Design brings this vision to life and increases NBBJ’s ability to serve our clients as 
they activate their brands, create community, inspire wellbeing, and thrive.” 
 
Named among the most innovative architecture firms in the world by Fast Company three times in 
the past five years, NBBJ is one of the largest architecture and design firms in the world, with clients 
that include Amazon, the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, Massachusetts General Hospital, 
Microsoft, and the University of Oxford. ESI Design has most recently received critical acclaim for its 
design of the immersive visitor experience at the Statue of Liberty Museum, which opened in May 
2019. Other clients include Barclays, eBay, The Ellis Island National Museum of Immigration, PNC 
Bank, and WarnerMedia. 
 
Under the agreement, ESI Design becomes NBBJ’s 18th studio. As part of the acquisition, 
Schlossberg becomes a partner at NBBJ and will lead the ESI Design studio at NBBJ. Six ESI 
Design leaders will become principals at NBBJ: Alexandra Alfaro, Angela Greene, Cara Buckley, 
Emily Webster, Layne Braunstein, and Susan Okon. NBBJ will retain two office locations in New 
York City: The NBBJ New York office at 140 Broadway and ESI Design, an NBBJ studio at 111 Fifth 
Avenue. This will create a presence of 160 NBBJ employees in New York City, bringing the firm’s 
total employees to more than 800 worldwide. 
 
Link to original press release: 

http://www.nbbj.com/news/2020/2/6/architecture-and-design-firm-nbbj-acquires-esi-design/ 
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